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t.v time, all animals, birds, fish and insects were human beings.
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Yamminga times are ancestral times, . . 'i

Many legends and myths centre round the transformation of •

human ancestors into birds and animals, many of the legends giving

the reason for certain ijeculiarities in the birds, beasts, fish,

etc. Into which they were transformed.

The pelican swalxowed Lengo's lanjee (kailee or boomerang),

azid that is why its head and neck are shaped like a koolmee lanjee;

the emu*8 arms were cut off by the pigeon, or burnt by its "wild

oat" husband, and that is why it cannot fly; the crane was hit in

the legs with the firestick, and that is why its legs are red;

death came to the native because the carpet snake was jealous of
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the locust being able to come out of his skin the same as the

snakes, which made the carpet snake hlte him in two, so that only -
. .u«- rf

the snakes come alive again. : .

Certain insects, animals and birds are specialised in the - pv:.::

legends as having inaugurated certain laws, obtained fire, made

food laws and restrictions, destroyed plagues in the form of V;

cannibal dogs, etc. .

Mmnir fish still retain the markings which adorned then when . ^

they were human. Gidden-gidden (parrot fish) was a womba in

yamminga time, and used to paint himself with doogul (red) and goom-

heree (yellow). Loolooloo (whale) was also a womba and still

retains the scars (moogurdal), which his brother-in-law had out

upon him. ^

When the womba chariged into birds and animals, mai^ of them

"ate themselves". At some yamminga period the natives believe

that the great transformation took place, some womba being changed

into birds (beerajoonoo), some into animals (wallee - game or flesh

food), some into stone ^koombara), and some into ngarree, ranjee,

wardaba, etc.

Maxy of the legends have a moral attached to them, and show

a certain evenness of native justice in matters pertaining to food,

etc. The old men who are the upholders of their laws, and for




















